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Next Run No: 1832
Date: Mon 7th September
Start: Grenofen Bridge
On Down: Halfway House ( Yes it serves Milk!!!!!)
Hares: Sir Slosh

AW ARRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
What a well turned out motley bunch of Pirates landed at the remote outpost called
Calstock, Captain well Laid alias Pirate Master assisted by Do do standing forward
of their lovely little ship addressed the eagerly gathered Pirate crew, gave them all a
swift tot of Rummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm n sent em on
their way, to go and exploreeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee this lovely Tamar outpost
As the wild looking group ran off to exploit the eagerly awaiting challenges ahead,
Some of the locals became too inquisitive & were ambushed & rounded up by Do
do’s pirate partner Clare & told cook my mates a hearty meal ready for their return
or you will have to Walk the dreaded Plankkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
Some of our crew seemed to be having a few problems whilst getting around the
area, Chopper was having great difficulty brandishing his sword & how to position
it without doing himself a mischief !!!!!! . Racey was having great problems with her
extra large strapons shes certainly not used to handling these !!!!!! as she gasped
for breath she said I think I”ll stick with my own from now on.. Meanwhile hopalong
Hotrocks, seemed to use his peg leg as a form of a springboard to leap ahead .
As I approached the seriously deep river crossing accompanied by Windy & Wracey
we were ambushed by two renegade Pirates who pelted us with water bombs as we
waded through the waist high waters, once safely on the other side we continued on
to the next challenge A slippery slope was found all covered in Pirate
GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Too much for many as they retreated back to the ship, where they were served with
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some hearty food by Clare & her locals , well done to themmmmmmmmmmmmmm

So just to finish off
How much did the Pirate pay for his Peg leg & Hook ??????????????????????
An Arm & a Leg …AWRrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

What has 8 Arms & 8 Legs ??????????????????????????????????????????
Eight Pirates…..AWRrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

Last one now coz I know you like them ???????????????????????
How did the Pirate Stop Smoking?????????????????????????????????????
He used his Patch…. AWRrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

ON ON
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